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Summary
Currently, the online gambling market is awash with new industry trends and issues: liberalisation,
consolidation, B2B/B2G, U.S. market, mobile betting, … to name just a few. But which trends are
relevant (and for whom), which ones are just hype, and what are the figures/analyses behind the
trends, …? For the most part, the answers provided to the above questions have been vague and
subjective for the following reasons:
-

Heavy lobbying - The industry is still developing, and therefore advocacy and interest groups are
heavily lobbying the industry resulting in hundreds of published press releases, sponsored studies,
and speeches at conferences.

-

Publicly traded companies dominate the information flow - The PR and IR departments of
publicly traded operators and technology/service providers provide the bulk of information for the
industry media, … - therefore these firms dominate the discussion in the public arena. And
although publicly traded companies might represent much of the market activity, many
issues/trends that are hotly debated are sometimes not relevant for the industry as a whole.

Therefore, MECN wants to shed some light on the situation with an objective study.
Content of report
The report analyses some of the most relevant topics in the online gambling market – such as:
-

Liberalisation – Effects of market liberalisations, blessing or curse?

-

Consolidation, mergers, and acquisitions ahead – Much more than only PartyGaming &
Bwin!?!

-

B2B and B2G – Real and sustainable growth driver or “last option to grow”?

-

Products and channels to come – Mobile, iPad, live betting, online lotteries, instant, MMOGs, …
– which will stay a niche product and which will become relevant?

-

U.S., Asia, India, … – Near-term reality or only wishful thinking – the regions to watch.

-

Market players – Future role of state lotteries and incumbents, media companies, local operators.

-

The movers and shakers – The fastest growing gambling websites in the past 12 months.

-

…

The report also includes unique insights we gathered from our survey of more than 100 market
insiders and operators.
In total, the report has more than 190 pages and 96 graphs/exhibits.
In order to provide such extensive analyses, we teamed up with some of the best in the industry,
including Santiago Asensi, Mark Balestra, Chris Krafcik, Quirino Mancini, Bradley Vallerius, …
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